
Quality Licensed Home Child Care

For more ideas follow us on social media or visit our Wee Talk Blog 
http://www.weewatch.com/wee-talk-blog/ 

Uniting “Wee” Communities Across Ontario 

TOGETHER WEE CAN “EXPLORE OUR PLANET” 2019
 

Wee Watch’s unique program, “Together Wee Can”, provides a wonderful opportunity to bring all of our 
homes across Ontario together to participate in themed activities and events on specific days, weeks and 
months throughout the year. Planning a few events each year strengthens the Wee Watch community we are 
all part of as well as the community we live in.

This years Together Wee Can program is called “Together Wee Can Explore our Planet”. It’s easy to forget that 
we live on one tiny planet in a huge universe; children are only familiar with their surroundings, which is just a 
tiny part of planet Earth. 
 

The natural inquisitiveness that children possess will spark some fantastic discovery throughout the year. 
Each month Providers and children will explore a different component of our planet; desert life, different 
bodies of water, forests, seasons, bugs, mountains & volcanoes, the arctic, animals big & small, weather, 
people and space! 

https://bit.ly/2eF00nA https://bit.ly/2EG0LXj https://bit.ly/2Hve0Nx https://bit.ly/2v9MMth 

July 2-12, 2019: Mountain & Volcano Madness
While mountains and volcanoes are somewhat similar, their formations are what makes them different.
Mountains are formed by geological processes, such as movement of tectonic plates. Volcanoes are 
formed around vents that allow magma to reach the Earth’s surface.

This month we will spend the week exploring the differences between mountains and volcanoes 
through activities, experiments, arts and crafts and much more!

Providers: Don’t forget to send in photos of children participating in this months Together Wee Can activities
to enter our photo contest!

August 12-16, 2019: Chill Out in the Arctic!
This month we will spend time learning about the Arctic, an area on the northern part of Earth that includes 
sections of eight countries, and the Antarctic, which is a continent on the southern part of the Earth and
is 98% covered with ice.

We encourage our Providers to participate in the Summer Snow Day on August 16 with the children in their
care. Use a snow or ice theme for the children have fun with food, dressing up, playing games, reading 
books and chilling out! 

Providers: Don’t forget to send in photos of children participating in this months Together Wee Can activities
to enter our photo contest!


